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NERA Economist’s Role in the Rambus Trial

Overview
Rambus Inc. filed a lawsuit against several major semiconductor 
chip manufacturers, claiming patent infringement and seeking 
royalties from the companies’ use of Rambus’s dynamic 
random access memory (DRAM) technology. Three of the chip 
manufacturers—Hynix Semiconductor, Nanya Technology, and 
Micron Technology—countersued, accusing Rambus of fraud 
and violation of antitrust laws. The manufacturers alleged 
that they should not have to pay licensing fees to Rambus 
because Rambus allegedly participated in the establishment 
of the SDRAM standard by the JEDEC Solid State Technology 
Association (JEDEC) in the early 1990s without disclosing that 
it was seeking patents on the technologies eventually adopted. 
On 26 March 2008, a jury in San Jose, California ruled in 
Rambus’s favor.

Background
DRAM is used in a wide range of electronic equipment, 
including computer systems, printers, and cameras. In the early 
1990s, the computer industry realized that DRAM technology 
was not keeping pace with processor speeds, a major 
impediment to further progress. University of Illinois professor 
Dr. Michael Farmwald and Stanford University professor Dr. 
Mark Horowitz foresaw this bottleneck in 1988 and developed 
new technologies to accelerate computer memory. They 
founded Rambus Inc. in 1990. Rambus’s business plan relied on 
licensing technology to manufacturers. 

DRAM standards are set by a subcommittee of JEDEC, the 
industry-wide semiconductor standards board. Companies 
involved with the manufacture of solid-state products can join 
JEDEC. Potential standards are debated and voted upon by 
industry representatives. 

Rambus’s technology is used in nearly all DRAM components, 
but while part of the industry pays royalties to Rambus, others 
have resisted. Companies resisting royalty payments claim that 
Rambus concealed information about its patent applications 
while it was a JEDEC member and used information gathered 
at the JEDEC meetings to advance its market position. As a 
result, they say, Rambus violated antitrust laws and would 
not therefore be entitled to licensing fees. Though DRAM 
standards and specifications have changed often since the mid-
1990s, creating opportunities to replace the Rambus inventions 
with alternatives, the manufacturers contend that once the 
technology was standardized in SDRAM in the early 1990s,  
the industry could not abandon it in later generations of  
DRAM memory.

Determining whether Rambus’s market power was attributable 
to standard setting or was simply due to market forces hinged 
on the application of economic principles to the question of 
value creation in technology markets generally. Analysis of 
value creation and “lock-in” were important aspects of the fact-
finding in this matter, and ones for which the expert testimony 
of NERA Special Consultant Dr. Richard T. Rapp proved central.  

NERA’s Role
Dr. Rapp provided expert testimony that addressed the 
economics of standard setting, market power, and “lock-in.” 
He described two kinds of standard setting: formal standards 
set by committees (such as JEDEC), and de facto standards 
set by market preferences over time. Dr. Rapp explained that 
in cases where technology adopted into a formal standard is 
also clearly the superior technology in terms of performance 
and cost, adoption into formal standard does not enhance 



the technology owner’s market position. Dr. Rapp’s testimony 
made clear that if there were no cost-performance equivalent 
technologies available, Rambus’s presence in the formal 
standard-setting process could not have affected the choice 
of technology. Even with all information known today about 
Rambus’s issued patents and royalty rates, he explained, a 
rational standard-setting organization would still have adopted 
the superior technologies. 

Dr. Rapp also testified that lock-in can only occur when the 
economic cost of switching is high and that in the absence of 
high switching cost, specifications could readily be changed, 
especially when designs are already subject to periodic revision.

The Decision
On 26 March 2008, the jury in San Jose rejected the 
semiconductor manufacturers’ allegations of fraud and 
antitrust violation, finding that the chip makers did not meet 
their burden of proving their antitrust or fraud claims. The 
ruling removes an obstacle for Rambus to recover past royalty 
payments based upon a prior finding of infringement.

Experts Involved
Dr. Richard T. Rapp is a Special Consultant to NERA. He was 
formerly the president and chairman of the firm, and is now 
a full-time consultant. He has specialized for years in the 
economics of high technology industries and advises clients on 
antitrust and intellectual property matters including: market 
power analysis; pricing; licensing, standards, and royalty rate 
determination; intangible asset valuation; and estimation of 
damages. In 2003, Dr. Rapp testified in the Federal Trade 
Commission hearing, In the Matter of Rambus, Inc.

Dr. Rapp has presented studies and testified before the Federal 
Trade Commission, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 
the Federal Communications Commission, the International 
Trade Commission, and numerous Federal District Courts. His 
articles have appeared in the Antitrust Law Journal, the Journal 
of World Intellectual Property, Antitrust Report, Regulation, 
and the Journal of Economic Integration, among others. 

About NERA
NERA Economic Consulting (www.nera.com) is a global 
firm of experts dedicated to applying economic, finance, 
and quantitative principles to complex business and legal 
challenges. For over half a century, NERA’s economists have 
been creating strategies, studies, reports, expert testimony, 
and policy recommendations for government authorities and 
the world’s leading law firms and corporations. We bring 
academic rigor, objectivity, and real world industry experience 
to bear on issues arising from competition, regulation, public 
policy, strategy, finance, and litigation.

NERA’s clients value our ability to apply and communicate 
state-of-the-art approaches clearly and convincingly, our 
commitment to deliver unbiased findings, and our reputation 
for quality and independence. Our clients rely on the integrity 
and skills of our unparalleled team of economists and other 
experts backed by the resources and reliability of one of the 
world’s largest economic consultancies. With its main office in 
New York City, NERA serves clients from more than 25 offices 
across North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific. 
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